
2018 UVA Classics Day Certamen 
Lower Level FINALS 

Tossup #1: Which of the following nouns does not belong because of gender: pirata, nauta, 
athleta, pictura, filius? 

PICTURA 

BO1: What gender are all of the other nouns? 
MASCULINE 

BO2: One category of nouns, professions, often belong to the first declension yet are masculine. 
Another category of nouns, trees, have a similar pattern. What gender are the following nouns: 
quercus, arbor, myrtus? 

FEMININE 
 

Tossup #2: This mythological character whose name means Goat-Pan and who helped Hermes 
retrieve Zeus’ sinews recommended the gods hide from Typhoeus by changing their shapes? 

AEGIPAN 
BO1: Aegipan became a goat with the lower body of a fish which represents which 
constellation? 

CAPRICORN or CAPRA 
BO2: What animal did Artemis change into to hide from Typhoeus? 

CAT 
 
Tossup #3: Give the Roman numeral for the year of UVA’s founding, 1819. 

MDCCCXIX 
BO1: Now give the Roman numeral for the number of First Year students enrolled at UVA, 
3,818. 

MMMDCCCXVIII 

BO2: Finally, give the Roman numeral for the year that UVA will celebrate its bicentennial. 
MMXIX (2019) 

 
Tossup #4: Welcome to iPod Romana: What popular Drake song would be known to the Romans 
as “Dei consilium?” 

GOD’S PLAN 
BO1: What song by Kendrick Lamar from the Black Panther soundtrack would be known as 
“Omnes stellae?” 



ALL THE STARS 
BO2: What song by Panic! at the Disco would be called “Mors Adulescentis?” 

DEATH OF A BACHELOR 
 

 
Tossup #5: Which battle, in 241 BC, ended the 1st Punic War with the defeat of Hanno the 
Great? 

AEGATES ISLANDS 
BO1: Who was the Roman naval commander who bested the Carthaginian fleet? 

LUTATIUS CATULUS 
BO2: One of Hanno’s descendants was the infamous Hannibal Barca. What does Barca mean? 

LIGHTNING 
 

[Score Check] 
 

Tossup #6: What daughter of Coeus and Phoebe was impregnated by Zeus and could not find a 
place to give birth because of the wrath of Hera, who sent the dragon python to pursue her, but 
finally rested on the island Delos and gave birth to the twin-gods Artemis and Apollo? 

LETO 
BO1: Please give another name for the island Delos. 

ORTYGIA / ASTERIA 
BO2: Ortygia had grown out of the sea where Leto’s sister had plunged into the waves in the 
form of what animal? 

QUAIL 
 

Tossup #7: Quid Anglice significat “colo?” 
INHABIT 

BO1: Quid Anglice significat “cedo?” 
YIELD 

BO2: Quid Anglice significat “curo”? 
CARE FOR, PREPARE 

 

Tossup #8: What creatures who were once handmaidens of Persephone were given bodies of 
birds by Demeter to help search and now lure sailors to their death with bewitching song? 



SIRENS 
BO1: What island did they settle on? 

ANTHEMOESSA 
BO2: How did Odysseus and his men escape the sirens’ song? 

HIS MEN PLUGGED THEIR EARS WITH WAX AND TIED ODYSSEUS TO THE 
MAST OF THE SHIP. 

 
Tossup #9: Although a river is not a sea, who, in 390 BC, defeated the Roman forces at Allia 
River leading to the first and only non-Roman occupation of Rome until 410 AD when the city 
was sacked by the Goths? 

BRENNUS (AND THE SENONES) 

BO1: Following Brennus’s sack of Rome, the Romans attempted to buy their salvation from him 
agreeing to pay 1000 lbs. of gold. However, what did Brennus exclaim when the Romans 
complained that the weights he used were too heavy? 

“VAE VICTIS!” 
BO2: After Brennus’s sack of Rome, the city would not be sacked for another 800 years. Which 
Visigoth leader was the next person to accomplish this feat in 410 AD? 

ALARIC 
 
Tossup #10: Translate the following sentence from English to Latin: You were at the forum 
yesterday, weren’t you? 

NONNE AD FORUM HERI ADERAS? 
BO1: Now try this one: What did you buy in the forum? 

QUID IN FORO VENDIDISTI? 
BO2: Give this one a try. Did the bees follow you home? 

SECUTI SUNTNE APES DOMUM? 
 

[Score Check] 
 

Tossup #11: In Latin, what two ways must a verb and its subject agree? 
PERSON AND NUMBER 

BO1: How many verb tenses are there in Latin? 

SIX 
BO2: Name 4 of those tenses. 



PRESENT, IMPERFECT, PERFECT, FUTURE PERFECT, PLUPERFECT, FUTURE 
 
Tossup #12: Which Roman general was captured by pirates and held for ransom for 40 days 
before finally purchasing freedom only to return and crucify his former captors? 

(C.) JULIUS CAESAR 
BO1: Which son of Pompey the Great was labelled a pirate by the Senate and Octavian 
following his defeat at the Battle of Naulochus in 36 BC at the hands of Agrippa? 

SEXTUS POMPEY 
BO2: At what battle a few years earlier in 42 BC did Octavian and Antony defeat Caesar’s 
assassins Brutus and Cassius. 

PHILIPPI 

 
Tossup #13: What use of the ablative case is found in the following sentence: Gladiator necavit 
hostem gladio. 

ABLATIVE OF MEANS 
BO1: What use of the ablative case is found in the following sentence: Gladiator necavit 
hostem celeritate ferocitateque. 

ABLATIVE OF MANNER 
BO2: What use of the ablative case is found in the following sentence: Gladiator necavit 
hostem in arena. 

ABLATIVE WITH PREPOSITION/PLACE WHERE 
 
Tossup #14: The Romans sure did like their water. What was the name of a bath complex where 
a Roman would go to exercise and clean themselves? 

BALNEAE / THERMAE 
BO1&2: In these bath complexes, there were many rooms with many different purposes. For 5 
points each, name any two kinds of rooms with their respective purposes. 

APODYTERIUM - changing room 
FRIGIDARIUM - cold bath 
TEPIDARIUM - warm bath 

CALDARIUM (CALIDARIUM) - hot bath 
LACONICUM – sauna 

 
Tossup #15: For the verb duco, ducere, give the second person plural, future active indicative. 

DUCETIS 



BO1: Now change that form to the perfect. 
DUXISTIS 

BO2: Now give the second person singular, present active imperative. 
DUC 

 
[Score Check] 

 
Tossup #16: What vain youth spent the rest of his days pining at his own reflection and was 
turned into the flower that we call the daffodil? 

NARCISSUS 
BO1: What oreiad was punished by Hera and was spurned by Narcissus? 

ECHO 
BO2: Why did Hera punish Echo? 

ECHO CHATTERED SO MUCH IN ORDER TO KEEP HERA DISTRACTED FROM 
ZEUS’ LIAISONS. 

 
Tossup #17: What is the full form of the Latin abbreviation i.e.? 

ID EST 
BO1: What is the full form of the Latin abbreviation etc.? 

ET CETERA 
BO2: What does et cetera literally mean? 

AND THE REST 
 
Tossup #18: Obviously, the world has water in it. Which Roman emperor became known as the 
“restorer of the world” following his defeat of Tetricus in 274 AD? 

AURELIAN 
BO1: What was the Latin title Aurelian received for this victory? 

RESTITUTOR ORBIS 
BO2: What other title did Aurelian receive previously for defeating Zenobia of Palmyra a year 
earlier in 273 AD? 

RESTITUTOR ORIENTIS/RESTORER OF THE EAST 
 

Tossup #19: What daughter of Oceanus and Tethys gave Cronus an emetic so he would throw up 
his children, and later was impregnated by Zeus, but was swallowed by him because he was 



forewarned that after she gave birth to the daughter in her womb she would give birth to a son 
who would be greater than his father? 

METIS 
BO1: What deity did she give birth to? 

ATHENA 
BO2: Who did Zeus ask to split open his head with an axe? 

HEPHAESTUS or PROMETHEUS 
 

[Score Check] 
 

Tossup #20: Give the dative singular of the phrase gloriosa navis. 

GLORIOSAE NAVI 
BO1: Now make GLORIOSAE NAVI plural. 

GLORIOSIS NAVIBUS 
BO2: Now change GLORIOSIS NAVIBUS to the genitive. 

GLORIOSARUM NAVIUM 
 

[Congratulate teams and send scoresheet to 066 New Cabell Hall] 
 
 


